




































































































































































Entity Status 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 
SIAC ISPC Approved 1,248,074 2,088,203 1,116,823   4,453,100 
Gender CO Conditional 1,750,000 2,350,000 1,650,000   5,750,000 
O Access CO Pending 4,147,000 6,123,570 4,021,787 820,000 300,000 15,412,357 




























Net W1 cost5 3,230,334 6,806,904   4,005,119 820,000 300,000 15,162,357 
(
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""
3 Indicates the annual reduction in W1 funds available for funding CRPs without taking account of additional W1 
contributions made by donors for special initiatives through W1. 
4 Based on actual new W1 contributions and informal donor pledges over and above regular W1 commitments. 
5 Net annual reduction in W1 funds available for funding CRPs taking account of additional W1 contributions made by 



































































































6 Table 1 total cost of $16, 725,798 includes $400,000 in special projects short-term funding for the Consortium Office, this is 




































CSP"including"SIAC,"Gender"&"Open"Access" 1.61%" 2.23%" 2.54%" 2.50%"
CSP"including"SIAC"&"Gender"only" 1.37%" 1.81%" 1.90%" 1.80%"
difference" 0.24%" 0.42%" 0.64%" 0.70%"
"





CSP"including"SIAC,"Gender"&"Open"Access" 1.56%" 2.07%" 2.20%" 1.98%"
CSP"including"SIAC"&"Gender"only" 1.33%" 1.66%" 1.61%" 1.35%"
difference" 0.23%" 0.41%" 0.59%" 0.63%"




CSP"including"SIAC,"Gender"&"Open"Access" 1.64%" 2.36%" 2.79%" 2.91%"
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""
7 Assumptions as in previous calculations: Subject to taking 2013 with total CGIAR income of $1billion (increasing 
by a projected inflation rate of  2%/yr), an assumed CSP recovery rate of 80%, and holding System Entity costs 
fixed at 2013 levels ($16,325,7987). 
7"
"
CSP"including"SIAC"&"Gender"only" 1.39%" 1.91%" 2.11%" 2.14%"
difference" 0.25%" 0.45%" 0.68%" 0.77%"
(
(
(4) PRACTICE(IV:(Eligibility(thorough(clarity(in(conditions(to(be(met(by(Special(Initiative(System(Costs:(
(
PRACTICE(IV:(Activities"classified"as"SISC"shall"meet"the"following"conditions:"
a) Requests"for"SISC"may"be"submitted"only"for"separately"trackable"projects;"
b) Requests"should"exclude"ongoing"expenses"more"appropriately"characterized"as"Core"expenses;"
c) Requests"should"indicate"any"additional"funding"or"revenue"sources"for"the"respective"projects;"
d) Requests"presented"to"the"Fund"Council"should"follow"CRP"procedures,"including"time"frames,"Fund"
Office"handling"and"ISPC"comments;"
e) Requests"must"include"wellBdefined,"robust"accountability"frameworks,"including"milestones"and"
performance"indicators;"
f) As"separate"requests,"SISC"cannot"be"shifted"across"other"Special"Initiative"projects,"nor"are"they"
fungible"with"Core"System"Costs;"
g) SISC"may"be"onBgranted"only"if"explicitly"requested"and"Fund"CouncilBapproved;"
h) Fiduciary"responsibility"for"SISC"remains"with"the"requesting"/"recipient"entity;"and"
i) SISC""are"provided"through"Fund"Use"Agreements"approved"by"the"Fund"Council.""
"
D. ACTION(REQUESTED(
The"FC"is"requested"to"approve"the"four"practices"to"be"incorporated"into"a"new"chapter"for"the"
Common"Operating"Framework"“Guidelines"for"CGIAR"Financing"of"NonBResearch"Costs.”""The"decisions"
requested"are"as"follows:"
" " "
OBJECTIVE( SELECTION(OF(PRACTICE( APPROVAL((Yes/No)(
EQUITY" Practice(I:(Option((1):"SISC"not"included"in"
CSP"calculation"
"
Practice(I:(Option((2):"SISC"included"in"CSP"
calculation"
"
VISIBILITY" Practice(II:"Use"of"W2"SubBaccount"after"
amendment"to"Governance"documents"
"
TRANSPARENCY" Practice(III:"Disclosure"of"impact"based"on"
proBforma"calculations"
"
ELIGIBILITY" Practice(IV:"Requiring"standards"to"be"met"by"
each"activity"requiring"SICS"funding"
"
"
